Assuming the continuum hypothesis (CH), we construct a perfectly normal space X such that Y C X is connected and nondegenerate iff X\Y is finite. We also show that completely regular, as well as countable Hausdorff, examples of this kind can be obtained under axioms weaker than CH, e.g., Martin's Axiom. Main Theorem. Under MA, there are completely regular, as well as countable Hausdorff, spaces in which the nondegenerate connected sets are precisely the cofinite sets. Under CH, there is a perfectly normal example of this kind.
Introduction
Watson [W] has asked if there are (Tx-) spaces satisfying the condition of the title. The following result answers this question in the affirmative, assuming the continuum hypothesis (CH) or Martin's Axiom (MA) (recall that CH => MA).
Main Theorem. Under MA, there are completely regular, as well as countable Hausdorff, spaces in which the nondegenerate connected sets are precisely the cofinite sets. Under CH, there is a perfectly normal example of this kind.
In §1.1 we present a lemma which is a key to all of the examples. In § §2 and 3 we will present the countable Hausdorff and perfectly normal examples using CH. In §4 we show how one can modify the CH constructions to obtain the promised MA examples and discuss other variations (e.g., getting spaces in which the connected sets are the co-countable sets).
The following notation is used throughout. If W is a set, Fn (W, 2) is the set of all partial functions a: W -> 2 with finite domain. If A is a cardinal, [W] x (resp., [W] <A) denotes the set of all subsets of W of cardinality X (resp., less than X) and A c\ B means \A\B\ < X ; if X = oe, we omit the subscript, i.e., A c* B means A\B is finite. Finally, A is a co-< X subset of X if \X\A\<X.
Before proceeding with the examples, we prove a simple theorem about the general structure of these spaces. The theorem includes a result essentially due to A. H. Stone and presented in [E] that such spaces cannot contain convergent sequences; in particular, there are no examples which are metrizable, or firstcountable, etc.
Theorem 0.1. Let X be a space in which the nondegenerate connected sets are precisely the cofinite sets. Then:
(a) X isa Tx-space; and (b) every infinite subset of X contains an infinite closed discrete set (in particular, X cannot contain a convergent sequence).
Proof, (a) If q ^ p and q £ {p}, then {p, q} is a co-infinite connected set. Thus every point of X is closed.
(b) First we establish that every Y £ [X]w must contain an infinite subset Z such that Z° = 0. Suppose not. Let si be an uncountable almost-disjoint family of infinite subsets of Y. Since A0 ^ 0 for each A £ s/ and Y is countable, there are A , B £ sf with A0 n B° ^ 0 . Then A0 n B° is open and finite, hence closed. Thus X is not connected, a contradiction. Now we show that every Y £ [Xf0 contains an infinite closed set. By the previous paragraph, we may assume F° = 0, i.e., X\Y is dense in X. Let U, V be a relatively clopen partition of X\Y, and let U*, V* he open in X with U* n (X\Y) = U and V* n (X\Y) = V. Since X\Y is dense, U* n V* = 0.
Thus U* U V* is not connected, so 77 = X\(U* U K*) is an infinite closed subset of Y.
Finally we show that every Y £ [X]w contains an infinite closed discrete set. By the previous paragraph, we may assume Y is closed. Suppose Y does not contain an infinite closed discrete set. Then Y is countably compact. Let Y = {yn}n<co-By the previous paragraph, one can inductively construct a descending sequence {Hn}n<(0 of infinite closed sets with y" £ H" . Then f)n°=x 7/ti = 0, a contradiction. D
Key lemma
The following lemma is basic to all our examples; we apply it with X = co to get the examples mentioned in Main Theorem.
Lemma 1.1. Let X be a set, k an ordinal, X a cardinal, and {Aa}a<K C [X]x with f]a<K Aa = 0. Suppose that for each a < k , {Uao ,UaX} is a partition of X\Aa and that these partitions satisfy :
def (a) Va £Fn (K,2) , U(o) = fUdomo-uaa(a) has cardinality >X;and (b) if ß < a < k , A c Aß is a finite Boolean combination of {Aß} u {Uye : ß < n < a, e < 2}, and \A\Aa\ = X, then | Uae n A\ = X for each e<2.
Then {U(o): o £ Fn(K, 2)} is a base for a topology X on X in which every co -< X subset is connected. Proof. Assume the hypotheses. First note that if U(o) n U(x) ^ 0, then a and t are compatible and U(o) n U(x) = U(o U t) ; it follows that the U(a) 's form a base for a topology L. Now we must show that co -< X subsets of X are 'L-connected. We begin by establishing a couple of facts. Fact 1.2. If Aß cj U,<7i ^«¡e, -where each a, > ß, then for some i ¿ j < n, a, = etj> ß and e¡ ^ e¡. Proof ofi Fact 1.2. Proof is by induction on n . Note that, without loss of generality, a i ,¿ ß for each i < n .
Suppose Aß c] UaoeQ ■ Since Aao n Uaoe0 = ® for e < 2, |^V4ao| = X. By (b), \Ua0ti_e0 n Aß\ = X, a contradiction. Thus Fact 1.2 holds for n = 1.
Assume Fact 1.2 for n -1, and suppose Aß c¿ Uí<n Ua¡e¡. We can assume Aß ÉJ Ute«-. %hí • Hence if ^ = ^\U/<«-i ^/«i 'then \A\A»"-x\ = * (else Uan_¡e"_¡ does not almost contain A modA), so \A n £/""_,, i-<."_, | = A by (b), whence ^ £J \Ji<n U{a¡et} > a contradiction. (ii) p , q £ Q\A , p¿q.
We construct {Ußo, UßX}ß<(0i such that, for each a < cox :
(a) {Ua0, UaX} is a partition of Q\Aa ; (b) \Uae n {Pa, qa}\ = 1 for each e < 2 ; def (c) Vo-£ Fn(a +1,2), U(o) = V\ß€aoma Ußaiß) is dense in Q ; and (d) if ß < a and A c Aß is a finite Boolean combination of {Aß} U {^Wt9<i«*, e<2 arid |^\^a| = <y, then for each e < 2, \Uae(^A\ = to. To start, let {Uqo, cTqi} be any partition of Q\A0 satisfying (b), such that Uoe is dense in Q for each e < 2.
Suppose Uße has been defined for all ß < a and e < 2 and satisfying (a)-(d). Let {Xn}n<w index all £/(er)'s for o £ Fn(a, 2) and all sets A satisfying the hypotheses of (d), with each set listed infinitely often. Let {Bn}n<w enumerate a countable base for Q. Choose x" ¿ y" £ X"\(Aa U {Xi, yi}i<n U {pa, qa}) such that if Xn is the kth appearance of U(o), then xn, yn £ Bk. Let UaO = {Pa} U {x"}n<w, UaX = Q\(Uao U Aa). This completes the inductive construction; it is routine to check that (a)-(d) are satisfied.
Let X be the topology on Q generated by the U(o) 's. Clearly X is Hausdorff. By Lemma 1.1, cofinite subsets of Q are connected.
Suppose X c Q is infinite. We will show that Q\X is totally disconnected. Let p, q £ Q\X, p ^ q. There is A £ [X]w such that A has at most one (Euclidean) limit point in Q. Then (A, {p, q}) = (Aa, {pa, qa}) for some a < cox, and {Uae n (Q\X)}e<2 is a clopen partition of Q\X splitting p and q . Thus Q\X is totally disconnected. D
We point out by way of comparison that Tzannes [Tz] has constructed in ZFC countable Hausdorff spaces in which the nondegenerate connected sets form a filter (but not the cofinite filter), answering a question of Tsvid [Ts] .
A PERFECTLY NORMAL EXAMPLE
Before giving the construction, we describe the idea for at least a regular example. The set for the space will be the plane R2 . Suppose X is a topology generated by partitions of the complements of certain countable subsets Aa of R2 and satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1.1 with X = oe. While X is not itself regular, it is not difficult to check that if each Aa is closed discrete in the Euclidean topology F, then the topology p generated by X U %7 is regular. Unfortunately, p will not automatically have the property that cofinite sets are connected. But it can be made to have this property: we make the U(a) 's "large" enough (they will at least be Bernstein sets in R2 ; see (5) of Lemma 3.1 for the precise condition) so that if U(o) n E, E £ %7, is contained in a //"-clopen subset O of a cofinite subset of R2, then U(a) c O. Thus any //•-clopen partition of a cofinite set is a X-clopen partition, which is impossible by Lemma 1.1. Perfect normality is also obtained by making the f7(o")'s large enough (condition (4) of Lemma 3.1, essentially).
The remaining problem with the above is that not every infinite subset of R2 contains an infinite closed discrete set, so if only ^-closed discrete sets are used for the Aa's one cannot show that coinfinite sets are disconnected. The way around this is to use instead of W a finer topology 7T on R2 which has the property that every infinite set contains an infinite ^-closed discrete set and which approximates If well enough to get everything in the previous paragraph to go through.
It is time for the details. The construction of the partitions is accomplished by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 (CH). Let {(Aa, {pa, <7a})}a«u, index pairs (A, {p, q}) such that A £ [R2Y° and has at most one Euclidean limit point and p ^ q £ R2\A. Then there exists {(Uao, Ua i)}a<û>, suchthat:
(1) {Uao, UaX} is a partition of R2\Aa which separates {pa, qa} ', (2) for each a < cox and a: a -> 2, U(o) = fl^edomo-^aa(ß) iS Bernstein in R2 (i.e., it and its complement meet every uncountable closed subset of R2) ; (3) if ß < a and A c Aß is a finite Boolean combination of {Aß} U {Uße : ß < p <a, e < 2} and \A\Aa\ = co, then for each e < 2, \ Uae n A\ = co ; (4) if C c R2 has uncountable closure, then there exists a < cox such that for each a £ Fn(cox\a, 2), clg(U(o) n C) D {x :x is a condensation point of ei%(C)} ; (5) suppose (x, T, 6) satisfies:
(i) x £ Fn((ox, 2) ; (ii) T is a tree of height co of basic open subsets of R2 (under reverse inclusion, from a fixed countable base) such that if b is a branch of T, then f\b is a single point (which we also denote by f\b); furthermore, the set {f\b : b a branch in T} is an uncountable closed set in R2 ; (iii) 6: T -> [Fn(cox, 2)pw is such that o £ 6(t) =>■ x c o.
(iv) Let A(t) = \Jaee(t) dom(o\x), A(b) = \Jteb A(t), and 6(b) = lj,e6 6(t).
If b is any branch of T, then there exists f £ 2j4(ft) such that f is incompatible with every member of 6(b).
Then there are cax many branches b in T such that, for some fib £ 2A(-bî ncompatible with every member of 6(b), we have f)b£U(x)n fl ÜCAíO-t€A(b) Proof. Let {CQ}a<£tí| index all countable subsets of R2 with uncountable closures, and let {(xa, Ta, 0Q)}a<íül index all triples satisfying (5)(i)-(iv). We may assume that xa £ Fn(a, 2) and that a £ 6a(t) implies a £ Fn(a, 2). Inductively define countable sets Ußyo , UßyX, where ß , y < cox, satisfying:
(a) Ußyo UUßYXc R2\Aß , and Ußy0 nUßyX = 0;
(b) \{pß , qß} n Ußoe\ = 1 for e < 2 ;
(C) Ô < y => Ußse c Ußye ;
(e) ß < y and a £ Fn(y+l\ß, 2) implies clr(C^nn{6dom(T Ur0a{c)) D {x : x is an uncountable limit point of clg'(Cß)} ; (f) if ß < y and A c Aß is a finite Boolean combination of {Aß} U {Urye '■ ß < C <y, e <2} and \A\Ay\ = oe, then for e < 2, \Uyoe n A\ = co ; and Otherwise, let Ußae = Ußäe . Now we define Uaoe, e <2. Let {Xn}n<0} enumerate all sets A satisfying (/) with y = a and all sets of the form Cß n f\edom(T ^íOo-(í) with ß < a and a e Fn(a\ß, 2), with each set listed infinitely often. Let {Bß^^w be a countable base in R2 for condensation points of clg-(Cß). Let xo = pa , and yo = qa , and choose xn , y" £ Xn\ (Aa U {x¡, yi}i<n) such that x" / y" and, if X" is the kth appearance of Cß n flíedomo-^COo-ii) > then xn, yn e -ßjs« . (Note that this is possible because Aa has at most one To see that (5) holds, let (x, T, 6) satisfy the hypotheses of (5). It is clear from (g) that there is at least one branch b in T satisfying the conclusion of (5). Suppose there were only countably many. Then there is an uncountable closed subset 77 of {f]b : b branch in T} such that Ç]b £ 77 for any branch satisfying the conclusion of (5). Let V be the subtree of T consisting of allWe will show that (2) holds by showing that (5) implies (2). Let / £ 2a, a < cox, and let K be an uncountable closed subset of R2. Let T be a tree satisfying (5)(ii) with f]b £ K for each branch b. For each / e T, let 6(t) = {a £ Fn(a, 2): a is incompatible with f}. Let b and /¿ satisfy the conclusion of (5) for (0, T, 6). Note that A(b) = a and fib -fi-Thus Ç}b£f)UrmnK. D r<a Example 3.2 (CH). There is a perfectly normal hereditarily separable (and nonLindelöf ) space in which the nondegenerate connected sets are precisely the cofinite sets.
Proof. Our desired space is the set R2 with the topology generated by certain f/ae's obtained from Lemma 3.1, together with a certain refinement of the Euclidean topology which we now define.
Let R2 = {xQ}a<(Ul, and let {7>Q}a<(0l index all countable subsets of R2 with uncountable closure. For each a < cox, let Sa = (jn<wSa,n be a sequence converging to xa such that the Sa ."'s are disjoint subsequences of Sa and ß < a and xa £ Dß => V/i(|Sa>" C\Dß\ = co).
This can easily be done, since for each a there are only countably many Tfy's to worry about.
Now call B an open neighborhood of xa if xa £ B, B\{xa} is
Euclidean open, and B contains a tail of all but finitely many of the 5Qi"'s. Let 7T be the topology on R? generated by these B's. It is easy to check that 7T is regular and that every infinite subset of R2 contains a ^-closed discrete infinite subset.
We show that 7T is (hereditarily) Lindelöf and, hence, completely regular. Suppose not; then there is subset Y = {ya}a<wi of X which is right-separated, i.e., ya £ cl^-{yß: ß > a} for each a < cox. We may assume Y is uncountably dense-in-itself in the Euclidean topology. Let D c Y be a countable Euclideandense subset. Then there exists ß < cox such that D = Dß , and there exists a > ß with xa £ Y. Then every ^-neighborhood of xa contains an fneighborhood of a point in D and, hence, contains uncountably many y £ Y, a contradiction.
Let {(Aa, {pa, qa})}a<a>x list all pairs (A, {p, q}) such that A is a countably infinite ^-closed-discrete subset of R2, A' has at most one Euclidean limit point, and p , q £ R2\A. Let {Uao, UaX}a<wx be as in Lemma 3.1, and let X be the topology generated by the U(o)\, o £ Fn(cox, 2). Let p be the topology generated by X U 7T. We claim that (R2, p) satisfies the conditions of Example 3.2. There exists ax > a0 such that dom(era\A) c <yi\ao for each a > ax. Then U(aa) n C is dense in C for each a > ax since C c U(A). Let Ô be such that C = Ds, and pick a > ax + sup{/J : yß £ C} such that ya = xß for some p > S . Then ya is a ^"-limit to C ; indeed every ^-neighborhood of ya contains an ^-neighborhood of a point in C. Thus C n U(aa) P\Ba / 0, contradicting yß £ U(oa)r\Ba for ß > a.
Let O be relatively clopen in R2\F, F finite. Suppose x £ Fn(cox, 2), E is Euclidean open, and U(x)f]En(R2\F) cO.We aim to show U(x)D(R2\F) CO.
We may assume that E is maximal in the sense that U(x) n E' n (R2\F) <£ O for any i'-open E' ~£ E. Suppose E is dense in an i*-open G. Then x £ U(x) n G =*• x € (i/(r)n7i)/' (since x G Í7( (7) For / € T, let 0(r) = {a D x : o is i-minimal}. We need to show \6(t)\ < co. If not, there is an infinite A-system R c 6(t) with root r. Let x £ U(r) n (t\F), and let U(ox) n Bx be a basic //"-neighborhood of x. Since r d t , cr«: is compatible with t and, hence, with some o £ R. Then (U(ox) n ß*) n ([/(er) n (iVH) D f7(rjx U a) n (5X n (i\7^)) 7e 0 • Thus x is in the closure of \J{U(o)C\(t\F) : o £ R} c O, so x£0. Thus ^(OniAF) C O, contradicting the ¿-minimality of the ct's in R.
Suppose that (x, T, 6) as defined above satisfies (5)(i)-5(iv) of Lemma 3.1. For each x e K, let b(x) = {t e T : x £ t} . By the conclusion of condition (5), the subset X of K consisting of all x £ K with x = f]b(x)= p) UçMC)nU(x) Z£A(b) for some fx £ 2j4(6(jc)) incompatible with every o £ 6(b(x)) is uncountable.
Let C be a countable p-dense subset of X, and let x £ X\C. Since x £(77 and C c SE, it follows that x € 7s . Since also x e C/(t) , we must have x £ U(x) n 7/ , hence x G O. Let x e U(o) n (5\F) c 0, 5 a ^-basic open set, and a D x. Choose y £ C n C/(er) n (B^) and í G b(y) with (c5.
Then y £ U(o) n (t\F) c O, so a1 £ 6(t) for some a' with x co' co . Then y e Hiedoma' £V(C) nr\rtA(b(y)) uUy(i)> contradicting /y incompatible with a'.
We have thus shown that (t , T, 6) does not satisfy conditions (5)(i)-(iv) of Lemma 3.1. Thus it is (5)(iv) that is not satisfied, i.e., there is a branch b in T such that no / G 2A^ is incompatible with every a £ 6(b). . Then x G U(o)n(t\F) c O. So L7(t) n (t\F)\0 is at most countable, so U(x) n (¿VF) n O is /»-dense in U(x) n (t\F) and, hence, C/(t) n (t\F) c O, contradicting the maximality of E. This completes the proof that U(x) n (E\F) c O for E £ £ and F finite implies U(x)\F cO.
It follows that any proper /»-clopen partition of R2\F, F finite, is a Xclopen partition. By Lemma 1.1, there are no such partitions. Hence cofinite subsets of R2 are /»-connected.
Let Z be any coinfinite subset of R2 and p ^ q g R2\Z . There is a countably infinite ^-closeddiscrete A c R2\Z . Then (A, {p, q}) = (Aa, {pa, qa}) for some a, so {ZnUao, ZC\UaX} is a relatively /»-clopen partition of Z separating p and <7. Thus every coinfinite subset of R2 is totally disconnected.
We now show that (R2, p) is perfectly normal. Let 77 be /»-closed; we need to prove that 77 is a regular Gg set.
Let 3S be a countable base for R2, and for Sea", let 1(B) be all a £ Fn(cox, 2) such that 
Variations
In this section we indicate how to modify the previous constructions to obtain examples under Martin's Axiom. We also discuss examples in which the connected sets are co -< X sets for cardinals X > co. Finally, we mention a number of open questions.
The CH construction of a countable Hausdorff example can easily be modified to be obtained under a certain "small cardinal" hypothesis. A family 7F of infinite subsets of co is said to be reaped by a set Re co if |Fn/?| = \F\R\ = co for every F £7?~. The reaping number or refinement number t is defined to be the least cardinal of a family 7F c [co]10 that cannot be reaped by any R c co. Of course, co < t < c, and it is known that MA implies r = c. (This fact also follows from Lemma 4.2) See [V] for a summary of results about t.
Example 4.1 (t = c). There is a countable Hausdorff space in which the nondegenerate connected sets are precisely the co-finite sets.
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof is Example 2.1, with an induction of length c instead of cox . Note that to construct the desired partition of Q\Aa , a collection of fewer than c-many sets needed to be reaped. If r = c, this can always be done. D Essentially two things are necessary to modify Example 3.2 to obtain a completely regular example under MA. One is that collections of fewer than c-many countable subsets of a set X need to be reaped, where X may be uncountable. The other is to construct an appropriate topology on R2 . The next three lemmas take care of these tasks. Proof. Let {E"(x)}n<w be a countable decreasing base at x. Let P be the set of all finite sequences p = (Bj(p))i<nij,) satisfying:
(i) B¡(p)£38 for each i < n(p) ;_
(ii) i¿j< n(p) implies Bj(p)f\Bj(p) = 0 ; (iii) B¡(p) c Ej(p) and x £ B¡(p) for each / < n(p). Order P by extension. P is countable and, hence, ccc. Let {Z"}n<0J be a partition of co into infinite sets. For a < k and n , k < co, let Dank = {p£P:3i< n(p) (i > k A i G Z" A B¡(p) xlDa¿ 0)} . Each Da"k is dense in P. Let G be a filter meeting all the 7)a"^'s. Then G defines a sequence (B¡)i<w of elements of 38. Let {Bnm}m<(0 enumerate {Bi}i€z" • It is easy to check that this works. D A butterfly topology on R2 is a topology such that each point x £ R2 has a basis consisting of sets yV with iV\{x} Euclidean open.
Lemma 4.4 (MA). There is a completely regular butterfly topology on R2 with the density d(X) < c for every X c R2 and such that every infinite set contains an infinite closed discrete set.
Proof. Let R2 = {xa}a<c, and let {Da}a<c enumerate all countable dense-inthemselves subsets of 7<2 . Let 38 be the standard countable base for R2, and let {Bnm(a): n, m < co} be the subset of 738 guaranteed to exist by Lemma 4.3 applied to xa and {Dß : ß < a and xa G Dß}. Declare U U {xa} to be an open neighborhood of xa if U is Euclidean open and for sufficiently large n < co, U D Bnm for sufficiently large m < co. It is easy to check that the resulting topology 7T on R2 has hereditary density less than c and that every infinite subset of R2 contains an infinite ^-closed discrete subset.
To see that (R2, 7T) is completely regular, let yV be any 7T-neighborhood 
